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Adding Fully Synchronous Active-Active  
HA Cluster Capabilities to ConfD  

In this application note, we will demonstrate an example of how you may use ConfD’s 
transaction handling APIs to add fully synchronous active-active configuration 
replication to complement ConfD’s existing built-in active-standby support. The active-
active capability of a database has many areas of use. One of them may be to serve 
a cluster of NFV cloud native or cloud ready, twelve-factor and beyond microservices 
with configuration to allow the cluster to scale out horizontally as load increases (or 
decreases).

 

ConfD Transactions  
 
ConfD is an on-device management framework bringing fully automatable Software 
Defined Networking (SDN) provisioning to network elements, virtual and physical, that 
may deploy application (micro)services through a number of different configuration 
protocols automatically rendered from YANG models, see IETF RFC 7950. The leading 
protocol used today for programmable networks is NETCONF, RFC 6241, which confirmed 
commit capability for network-wide transactions treats configuration changes across 
multiple NFV VNFs and physical devices as a single transaction, ensuring that either all 
configuration changes are applied or none are.
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OSS/BSS Manager

Service 
Instance

Active 
Database

Active 
Database

Service 
Instance

Two-way replication

Node 1 Node N

Brief Transaction 
Theory

Transaction support is 
built into the ConfD core. 
A transaction is a set of 
actions that fulfills the 
following four properties, 
collectively referred to as 
the ACID properties:  

• Atomicity: A transaction is 
always carried out completely 
or not at all. This principle is 
widely known.   

• Consistency: Transactions 
are instantaneous, i.e. the 
actions within a transaction 
are all logically happening at 
the same time. Transaction 
T1 containing actions A and 
B is identical to transaction 
T2 containing actions B and 
A. The transaction manager 
must treat T1 and T2 exactly 
the same, or else it does not 
fulfill the ACID properties, i.e. 
the system does not support 
transactions.   

• Independence: All 
transactions executed by a 
transaction manager must be 
executed in sequence, one at 
a time. Or so it must appear 
to all observers.  

• Durability: Once a 
transaction has been 
completed, it must stick, 
regardless of power failures 
or other incidents in scope 
of the transaction manager 
specification. 
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ConfD’s NETCONF and YANG support together with ConfD’s CDB ACID transactional 
database, and two-phase commit application services subscriber mechanism provide a 
solid framework for ensuring consistency of configuration by extending transactions to 
one ConfD node in the active-active cluster across the active ConfD CDB instances and 
subscribing applications.

Using ConfD transactions, we will in this application note demonstrate how this built-in 
ConfD feature play a key role to with little effort replicate for example a network operators 
automated service configuration provisioning across N number of ConfD instances, each 
serving any number of application (micro)services, as the core part of an active-active HA 
framework. 

 
Complementing ConfD’s Built in Active-Standby  
HA Service with an Active-Active Synchronizer 
 
In ConfD’s User Guide and under examples.confd/ha/dummy you will find documentation 
on ConfD’s built-in HA functionality for active-standby synchronization of configuration 
and operational (status, statistics, etc.) data. 

While we cannot utilize the existing built-in active-standby ConfD HA functionality for use 
in an active-active setup, to add active-active synchronization complementing ConfD’s 
active-standby HA functionality ConfD already provides us with built in solutions for the 
trickiest to implement synchronization parts. Thus, the active-active replication, cluster 
initialization, join, leave, etc. features become an exercise in utilizing ConfD’s CDB and 
Management Agent API (MAAPI). 

Added by an active-active synchronizer application  
utilizing ConfD’s CDB API and MAAPI:

• Subscribe to the part of the configuration that we want to synchronize across our 
active-active cluster. 

• Fully integrate the replication of data to other ConfD enabled active-active nodes 
with ConfD’s transaction engine as a two-phase subscriber.Configuration change 
transactions

• Identify synchronization transactions carrying out the replication of configuration data 
to not trigger the synchronization services on the active node we are synchronizing to. 
Selective data retrieval with filtering

• Have all nodes in the cluster rollback if the network manager or a node in the cluster 
aborts the transaction. 

• Utilize the ConfD init transaction at startup to synchronize the cluster before opening 
up the northbound network management interfaces, such as NETCONF, RESTCONF, 
CLI, etc., for reading and editing the configuration.

• Also utilize the ConfD start-phases and init transaction to allow nodes to join the 
cluster in a fully synchronized fashion. 

Built-in to ConfD:  

• ConfD’s transactional 
management interface, 
such as NETCONF etc. 
and database schema are 
automatically rendered 
from our YANG model and 
enabled with a configuration 
switch.  

• With a switch in the ConfD 
configuration file we enable 
confirmed commit and the 
candidate datastore to 
fully support network wide 
transactions.  

• The ConfD core transaction 
engine implement the 
functionality and APIs 
needed for keeping atomicity, 
i.e. the consistency of the 
configuration data where a 
transaction is set or not at all. 
Transactions that fail or are 
aborted before the commit 
phase of the transaction 
automatically rolled back.   
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Enabling ConfD’s Built-in Features Utilized  
by the Active-Active Synchronizer
 
In a perfect network where all nodes are NETCONF enabled and setup to be fully 
capable of participating in network wide transactions, to enable the built-in ConfD 
features which we make use of, we need to add as follows to the ConfD configuration file, 
confd.conf, that ConfD reads at startup:

Node N

NETCONF SNMP RESTCONF CLI Web

CDB
Database

Data Provider API

CDB API

Management Agent API (MAAPI)

OSS/BSS

ConfD Core Engine

Auto-rendered management interfaces and data schema
YANG
Data 

Models

App

API lib

Active-
Active 
Sync

API lib

Node M

App

API lib

App

API lib

CDBCDB

App

API lib

Active-
Active 
Sync

API lib

CDB API

MAAPI

• The ConfD core transaction 
engine implement the 
functionality and APIs 
needed for keeping atomicity, 
i.e. the consistency of the 
configuration data where a 
transaction is set or not at all. 
Transactions that fail or are 
aborted before the commit 
phase of the transaction 
automatically rolled back.  

• ConfD ensure durability as 
the configuration is written 
to persistent storage during 
preparation before the 
transaction is committed. 

• ConfD’s startup sequence 
can be split into several 
phases controlled via MAAPI 
and with an init transaction 
that can be written and 
read before the northbound 
interfaces, e.g. NETCONF, 
are available to the network 
manager(s). For an active-
active cluster this is helpful 
when initializing a cluster 
or having an initializing 
node join an existing 
cluster, making sure that a 
network manager cannot 
mistakenly read or write to 
the configuration before the 
nodes in the cluster are in 
sync.
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<confdConfig>
    <datastores>
    <candidate>
      <enabled>true</enabled>
      <implementation>confd</implementation>
      <storage>auto</storage>
      <filename>./confd_candidate.db</filename>
    </candidate>
    <running>  
      <access>writable-through-candidate</access>
    </running>
    </datastores>
  <netconf>
    <capabilities>
      <candidate>
        <enabled>true</enabled>
      </candidate>
      <confirmed-commit>
        <enabled>true</enabled>
      </confirmed-commit>
      <writable-running>
        <enabled>false</enabled>
      </writable-running>
      <rollback-on-error>
        <enabled>true</enabled>
      </rollback-on-error>
    </capabilities>
  </netconf>
  </confdConfig>

Not all networks are prefect from a programmability perspective. There are therefore 
several options in the ConfD configuration for how to, or not, expose the candidate 
datastore to the network manager. The NETCONF candidate datastore capability 
together with the NETCONF confirmed-commit capability are popular features among 
operators provisioning services and issuing network-wide transaction. Options listed here 
in the order of best practice for an active-active fully synchronous HA cluster:

 
Candidate Datastore Enabled + Running  
Datastore in Writable-Through-Candidate Mode 
If we are participating in programmable Software Defined Networks the network manager 
candidate datastore sessions executing network wide transactions are typically short 
lived, doesn’t mind sharing the candidate with you, and doesn’t mind that you take a very 
brief lock and commit the candidate to the running data store since this is expected.  If 
this is the network where we are participating we want to sync our active-active cluster 
through the candidate too.
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Candidate Datastore Enabled + Running Datastore in Writable Mode 
Reality is often that we are participating in a semi-programmable network. The network 
manager does a best effort job with legacy nodes implementing for example legacy 
CLI scripting network management interfaces that are slowly being replaced by 
better alternatives. Here, the network manager lock periods of the candidate can be 
unpredictable and longer, but the candidate together with confirmed commit still provides 
a lot of value participating in service provisioning through network wide transactions. So 
we here want to keep our candidate datastore enabled, but set the running datastore to 
be writable. This setup will cause some network managers to need to re-sync the running 
datastore when committing the candidate. In this mode the cluster can sync though the 
running datastore, and whatever the network manager is doing with the candidate is not 
touched. 

Note that if the network manager is a ConfD aware manager, such as Cisco’s NSO, The 
network manager can/will check the ConfD transaction ID and only re-sync the candidate 
with running if the transaction id has changed. Hence, the candidate commit performance 
will not be affected unless the running datastore has been modified. The ConfD aware 
network manager can also, for performance reasons, be instructed to bypass the 
candidate and perform a write transaction directly to a private copy of running which is 
then committed to the running datastore.

In this appnote we will focus on this scenario.

 
<confdConfig>
    <datastores>
    <candidate>
      <enabled>true</enabled>
      <implementation>confd</implementation>
      <storage>auto</storage>
      <filename>./confd_candidate.db</filename>
    </candidate>
    <running>  
      <access>read-write</access>
    </running>
    </datastores>
  <netconf>
    <capabilities>
      <candidate>
        <enabled>true</enabled>
      </candidate>
      <confirmed-commit>
        <enabled>true</enabled>
      </confirmed-commit>
      <writable-running>
        <enabled>true</enabled>
      </writable-running>
      <rollback-on-error>
        <enabled>true</enabled>
      </rollback-on-error>
    </capabilities>
  </netconf>
  </confdConfig>
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Running in writable mode, no candidate 
If the network manager is not yet candidate datastore aware, and its benefits to network 
wide transactions, we can just disable the candidate and have both the network manager 
and our active-active synchronizer go through the running datastore. 

The Two-Phase Active-Active Synchronizer Subscriber

A two-phase subscriber is a ConfD subscriber application that receive modified/edited 
configuration events in two phases of a transaction, the prepare and the commit phase. 
In the scope of synchronizing a cluster the most important difference here is that in the 
prepare phase the transaction can be aborted by the network manager initializing the 
transaction or by us when synching the transaction with the other ConfD nodes in our 
active-active cluster. When entering the commit phase we have passed the transaction’s 
point-of-no-return and this is when we want to put the other ConfD nodes in our cluster in 
the commit phase too. 

Both in an active-standby and active-active ConfD setup, all the ConfD nodes being 
replicated to from the node where the transaction originated will each get a vote too. 
If any of the participating ConfD nodes in our cluster vote no, all nodes will rollback 
automatically after receiving the abort or close session event from the node where the 
network manager initiated the transaction.

YANG 
Validation

Application 
Validation

Prepare
Phase

Notify 
ApplicationsCommit Phase

Active-Active 
Synchronizer Service

Changes that 
might happen

Changes that did 
happen

There are several ways to get the modified configuration as a subscriber from ConfD. 
In our active-active synchronizer use-case, using the cdb_get_modifications() feature 
is a very efficient option. We can simply get the modifications, start a transaction to all 
nodes in the cluster, and use maapi_set_values() to perform the same edit on all other 
participating active-active nodes in our cluster. After we have successfully written the 
data to the other nodes, we put them in the prepare phase too.
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<edit-config>

Candidate Running Running

commit

maapi_start_trans

cdb_sync_subscription_socket
(prepare phase)

handle subscription 
(prepare phase)

Synchronizer 
application

Edit Through a NETCONF Client:

<commit>

cdb_get_modifications

maapi_lock

maapi_set_values
maapi_validate_trans
maapi_prepare_trans

handle subscription 
(commit phase)

maapi_commit_trans
maapi_finish_trans
close maapi socket

maapi_connect
maapi_start_user_session

cdb_sync_subscription_socket
(commit phase)

Transaction 
hook handler

lock

trans_lock

finish

Disable 
local 
subscriber

Unlock 
northbound 
interface

Enable local 
subscriber

open maapi socket

Node x Node n

CDB  
Subscriber

/* Pseudo code of a subscriber replicating config updates from a manager to other nodes in the cluster
 * Note: error checks of ConfD CDB and MAAPI API calls removed in favor of readability 
 */
int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
  int ret, nvals, *subp;
  struct confd_ip ip;
  enum cdb_sub_notification type;
  confd_tag_value_t *tvals;
  struct aanode *node;
  /*...*/
  /* Setup subscriptions */
  subsock_cfg = socket(PF_INET, SOCK_STREAM, 0);
  cdb_connect(subsock_cfg, CDB_SUBSCRIPTION_SOCKET, (struct sockaddr *) &(aasync_local_node->addr),
       sizeof(struct sockaddr_in));
  /* setup subscription points */
  cdb_subscribe2(subsock_cfg, CDB_SUB_RUNNING_TWOPHASE, 0, 1, &local_spoint[0], 0, ACTIVE_CFG_PATH);
  /*...*/
  /* Handle CDB subscriber events */
  while (1) {
    struct pollfd set[3];
    /*...*/
    set[2].fd = subsock_cfg;
    set[2].events = POLLIN;
    set[2].revents = 0;
    /*...*/
    /* Check for I/O */
    /*...*/
    if(set[2].revents & POLLIN) {
      /* Handle CDB modifications subscriber event */
      if(ret = cdb_read_subscription_socket2(subsock_cfg,
          &type,
          NULL,
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          &subp,
          &reslen)) != CONFD_OK) {
      if (ret == CONFD_EOF) {
 exit(0);
      }
      confd_fatal(“aasync%d: cdb_read_subscription_socket failed\n”, local_nodeid);
    }
    if (reslen > 0) {
      switch (type) {
      case CDB_SUB_PREPARE:
 if(aasync_usr) { /* if uname begin with “aasync” we have been replicated to by another aasync node */
   cdb_sync_subscription_socket(subsock_cfg, CDB_DONE_PRIORITY);
   break;
 }
 /* Get the CDB modifications in tag value array format */
 cdb_get_modifications(subsock_cfg, 
         *subp,
         CDB_GET_MODS_INCLUDE_LISTS, 
         &tvals, 
         &nvals,
         ACTIVE_CFG_PATH);
 if (nvals > 0) {     
   for(node = aasync_nodes; node != NULL; node = node->next) {
     if(node->nodeid != local_nodeid) {
       /* Open up MAAPI sessions other active CDBs */
       if((ret = maapi_socket(&(node->maapi_socket), &(node->addr))) != CONFD_OK) {
  goto abort_local_trans;
       }
       /* Start the maapi session */
       if((ret = maapi_start_user_session(node->maapi_socket, progname, progname,
       groups, sizeof(groups) / sizeof(*groups),
       &ip, CONFD_PROTO_TCP)) != CONFD_OK) {
  goto abort_local_trans;
       }
       /* Take a northbound API (e.g. NETCONF, REST, ..) write lock on other active CDBs */
       i=0;
       while((ret = maapi_lock(node->maapi_socket, CONFD_RUNNING)) != CONFD_OK) {
  if(i == NUM_LOCK_RETRIES) {
    goto abort_local_trans;
  }
  i++;
  sleep(1);
       }
     } 
   }

   /* Write the modifications to all other ConfD nodes in the active-active cluster */
   for(node = aasync_nodes; node != NULL; node = node->next) {
     if(node->nodeid != local_nodeid) {
       if((node->th = maapi_start_trans(node->maapi_socket, CONFD_RUNNING, CONFD_READ_WRITE)) < 0) {
  goto abort_local_trans;
       }
       if((ret = maapi_set_values(node->maapi_socket, 
      node->th, tvals, nvals, 
      ACTIVE_CFG_PATH)) != CONFD_OK) {
  goto abort_local_trans;
       }
       if((ret = maapi_validate_trans(node->maapi_socket, node->th, 0, 0)) != CONFD_OK) {
  goto abort_local_trans;
       }
       if((ret = maapi_prepare_trans(node->maapi_socket, node->th)) != CONFD_OK) {
  goto abort_local_trans;
       }
     }
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   }
 }
 free_tag_values(tvals, nvals);
 free(tvals);
 cdb_sync_subscription_socket(subsock_cfg, CDB_DONE_PRIORITY);
 break;
      abort_local_trans:
 free_tag_values(tvals, nvals);
 free(tvals);
 /* abort all aasync transactions by closing the session */
 for(node = aasync_nodes; node != NULL; node = node->next) {
   if(node->nodeid != local_nodeid) {
     close(node->maapi_socket);
   }
 }
 /* abort local transaction */
 cdb_sub_abort_trans(subsock_cfg, CONFD_ERRCODE_RESOURCE_DENIED,
       0, 0, “Synchronization to other active ConfD nodes failed”);
 break;
      case CDB_SUB_COMMIT:
 if(nvals > 0 && !aasync_usr) { 
   /* Commit the MAAPI transaction towards all other active ConfDs */
   for(node = aasync_nodes; node != NULL; node = node->next) {
     if(node->nodeid != local_nodeid) {
       maapi_commit_trans(node->maapi_socket, node->th);
       maapi_finish_trans(node->maapi_socket, node->th) != CONFD_OK) {
     }
   }
 }
 for(node = aasync_nodes; node != NULL; node = node->next) {
   if(node->nodeid != local_nodeid) {
     /* No need to relese the write lock on CDB. Closing the session will release the write lock */
     close(node->maapi_socket);
   }
 }
 cdb_sync_subscription_socket(subsock_cfg, CDB_DONE_PRIORITY);
 break;
      case CDB_SUB_ABORT:
 /* manager aborted the transaction release resources */
 /* Close MAAPI sockets to other active ConfD nodes if they are open */
 for(node = aasync_nodes; node != NULL; node = node->next) {
   if(node->nodeid != local_nodeid) {
     close(node->maapi_socket);
   }
 }
 cdb_sync_subscription_socket(subsock_cfg, CDB_DONE_PRIORITY);
 break;
      default:
 break;
 if(subp) { free(subp); }
 /* Even through we are past the “point of no return” in the ConfD transaction, this transaction 
    will not be over, i.e. another transaction will not be allowed to start, until after we now 
    have handled the CDB modifications and synched them with the other active ConfDs */
      } /* switch(type) */
    } /* if(reslen > 0) */ 
  } /* while(1) */
} /* main */
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Staying in Sync when Network Managers Write  
to ConfD Nodes in our Cluster Simultaneously

When we are performing a transaction to sync with the other participating nodes in our 
cluster, we want first take a write lock on ConfD CDB running or candidate, depending 
on what mode we have selected. The reason for taking the lock is not to keep it for the 
duration of the transaction. Rather we are interested if there is an ongoing transaction 
handled by the ConfD transaction engine. If there is, we cannot sync at this time and we 
abort the cluster wide transaction and the transaction it originated from. If there is no 
other ongoing transaction, we can release the lock once we know that we are first in line 
to be processed by all transaction engines in our cluster, the node that is synchronized to 
can unlock the write lock in already in the ConfD transaction engine trans_lock() callback.

In order to get transaction callbacks invoked by ConfD during a transaction towards CDB, 
we use a Tail-f extension called “transaction-hook” in our YANG model. 

module routes {
  namespace “http://tail-f.com/ns/example/routes/1.0”;
  prefix r;

  import tailf-common { prefix tailf; }

  container active-cfg {
    tailf:callpoint write-hook {
      tailf:transaction-hook subtree {
        tailf:invocation-mode per-transaction;
      } 
    } 

    container routes {
      list route {
  ...
      }
    }
  }
}
/* Pseudo code for taking and releasing write locks on northbound interfaces
 * Note: error checks of ConfD CDB and MAAPI API calls removed in favor of readability 
 */
/*...*/
/* Northbound interfaces lock callback */
static int global_lock(struct confd_db_ctx *dbx, enum confd_dbname dbname)
{
  /* Check user id to skip synchronizing changes done by another synchronizing active ConfD */
  if(strncmp(dbx->uinfo->username, progname, 6) == 0 && dbname == CONFD_RUNNING) {
    aasync_usr = 1;
  }
  return CONFD_OK;
}
/*...*/
/* Transaction lock callback */
static int t_lock(struct confd_trans_ctx *sctx)
{
  int ret;

  /* Check user id and unlock if the lock was taken by another synchronizer */
  if(strncmp(sctx->uinfo->username, progname, 6) == 0) {
    maapi_socket(&(aasync_local_node->maapi_socket), &(aasync_local_node->addr));
    maapi_set_user_session(aasync_local_node->maapi_socket, sctx->uinfo->usid);
    maapi_unlock(aasync_local_node->maapi_socket, CONFD_RUNNING);
  }
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  return CONFD_OK;
}
/*...*/
/* Transaction finished callback */
static int t_finish(struct confd_trans_ctx *sctx)
{
  if(strncmp(sctx->uinfo->username, progname, 6) == 0) {
    aasync_usr = 0;
  }
  return CONFD_OK;
}
/*...*/
int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
  /*...*/
  memset(&trans, 0, sizeof (struct confd_trans_cbs));
  trans.init = t_init;
  trans.trans_lock = t_lock;
  trans.finish = t_finish;
  memset(&dbcbs, 0, sizeof (struct confd_db_cbs));
  dbcbs.lock = global_lock;
  memset(&hook, 0, sizeof (struct confd_data_cbs));
  hook.write_all = hook_write_all;
  strcpy(hook.callpoint, “write-hook”);
  
  ctlsock = socket(PF_INET, SOCK_STREAM, 0);
  confd_connect(dctx, ctlsock, CONTROL_SOCKET, (struct sockaddr*)&aasync_local_node->addr,
  sizeof (struct sockaddr_in));
  workersock = socket(PF_INET, SOCK_STREAM, 0);
  confd_connect(dctx, workersock, WORKER_SOCKET,(struct sockaddr*)&aasync_local_node->addr,
  sizeof (struct sockaddr_in));
  confd_register_trans_cb(dctx, &trans);
  confd_register_data_cb(dctx, &hook);
  confd_register_db_cb(dctx, &dbcbs);
  confd_register_done(dctx);
  /*...*/
  while (1) {
    /*...*/
    if(set[0].revents & POLLIN) {
      confd_fd_ready(dctx, ctlsock);
    }
    else if(set[1].revents & POLLIN) {
      confd_fd_ready(dctx, workersock);
    }
    else if(set[2].revents & POLLIN) {
      /*...*/
      if (reslen > 0) {
 switch (type) {
 case CDB_SUB_PREPARE:
   /* ... */
   if(aasync_usr) { 
           /* if the user name begin with “aasync” we have been replicated to by another aasync node */
     cdb_sync_subscription_socket(subsock_cfg, CDB_DONE_PRIORITY);
     break;
   }
   /* Get the CDB modifications in tag value array format */
   cdb_get_modifications(subsock_cfg, 
    *subp,
    CDB_GET_MODS_INCLUDE_LISTS, 
    &tvals, 
    &nvals,
    ACTIVE_CFG_PATH);
   if (nvals > 0) {     
     for(node = aasync_nodes; node != NULL; node = node->next) {
       if(node->nodeid != local_nodeid) {
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  /* Open up MAAPI sessions other active CDBs */
  /* ... */
  /* Take a northbound API (e.g. NETCONF, REST, ..) write lock on other active CDBs */
  i=0;
  while((ret = maapi_lock(node->maapi_socket, CONFD_RUNNING)) != CONFD_OK) {
    if(i == NUM_LOCK_RETRIES) {
      goto abort_local_trans;
    }
    i++;
    sleep(1);
  }
       } 
     }
     /* Write the modifications to all other ConfD nodes in the active-active cluster */
     /*...*/
   }
   free_tag_values(tvals, nvals);
   free(tvals);
   cdb_sync_subscription_socket(subsock_cfg, CDB_DONE_PRIORITY);
   break;
 abort_local_trans:
   free_tag_values(tvals, nvals);
   free(tvals);
   /* abort all aasync transactions by closing the session, this will also release the write lock */
   for(node = aasync_nodes; node != NULL; node = node->next) {
     if(node->nodeid != local_nodeid) {
       close(node->maapi_socket);
     }
   }
   /* abort local transaction */
   cdb_sub_abort_trans(subsock_cfg, CONFD_ERRCODE_RESOURCE_DENIED,
         0, 0, “Synchronization to other active ConfD nodes failed”);
   break;
 case CDB_SUB_COMMIT:
   /* ... */
   for(node = aasync_nodes; node != NULL; node = node->next) {
     if(node->nodeid != local_nodeid) {
       /* No need to relese the write lock on CDB. Closing the session will release the write lock */
       close(node->maapi_socket);
     }
   }
   cdb_sync_subscription_socket(subsock_cfg, CDB_DONE_PRIORITY);
   break;
 case CDB_SUB_ABORT:
   /*...*/
   break;
 default:
   break;
   /*...*/
 } /* switch(type) */
      } /* if(reslen > 0) */
    } /* if (set[2].revents & POLLIN) */
  } /* while(1) */
} /* main */
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Avoid Triggering the Two-Phase Subscriber when Another  
Active-Active Node is Synchronizing a Transaction

There are many callbacks that can be registered with the ConfD transaction engine. 
We can make use of for example the lock() callback to check the user id of the initiator 
of the transaction. If it matches the user id of a node in our active-active cluster we can 
simply set a variable to let our synchronizers two-phase CDB subscriber know that the 
configuration update event can be ignored to avoid having our synchronizer subscriber 
triggered by another synchronizer in our cluster.

When the finish() callback is called as the transaction is completed, success or not, we 
here want to reset the variable that we used to notify our synchronizer subscriber.  
 
 
Using ConfD’s Start-Phases to Sync the Nodes in the  
Cluster Before ConfD Starts its Northbound Interfaces

If we wish to sync all our ConfD nodes in our active-active cluster before exposing 
the northbound APIs (NETCONF, CLI, …) to the network manager, for example, a load 
balancer ready to configure a number of microservices that subscribe to configuration 
changes through ConfD’s CDB API, we can use ConfD’s start-phases and init transaction 
to populate the content from one ConfD CDB to the rest of the cluster. As the init 
transaction is running in start-phase 0 and committed at the end of start-phase 0 we can 
have all nodes in the cluster attach to the init transaction ConfD node that has the initial 
configuration, read the configuration data and commit the data to its local CDB using its 
local init transaction.

When all nodes are done synchronizing with the node that has the initial configuration, 
they enter start-phase 1. By doing so they signal to the ConfD node with the initial 
configuration that it can end its init transaction and enter start-phase 1 too. All nodes 
now connect their subscribers, and transaction-hook callpoints, and wait for the ConfD 
node with the initial configuration to put them into start-phase 2, which it does as soon 
as it has setup its subscribers and callpoints too. All nodes are now up and running with 
the configuration in sync listening to incoming write transactions over the configured 
northbound interfaces.  

ConfD
provides

Northbound
Service

ConfD
provides

Southbound
Service

Phase 0 Phase 0U Phase 1 Phase 2Phase 1U

ConfD starts, reads 
Schema & starts init 
transaction

ConfD opens up 
northbound interfaces

ConfD validates
& commits database 
content

Active-active synchronizer 
application write 
synchronized 
configuration data to 
database

Active-active 
synchronizer 
application register 
configuration change 
subscriber and 
transaction callbacks
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module aacluster {
...    
  augment “/r:active-cfg” {
    container aacluster {
      tailf:hidden full;
      leaf init-nodeid {
       type int32 {
   range “0..255”;
 }
      }
      list node {
        key “nodeid”;
        unique “ip port”;
        max-elements 256;
        leaf nodeid {
         type int32 {
     range “0..255”;
   }
        }
        leaf ip {
          type inet:ipv4-address;
   mandatory true;
        }
        leaf port {
          type inet:port-number;
   mandatory true;
        }
      }
    }
  }
}
/* Pseudo code for taking and releasing write locks on northbound interfaces
 * Note: error checks of ConfD CDB and MAAPI API calls removed in favor of readability 
 */
/*...*/
static void start_phase1_aasync(int join)
{
  confd_value_t vals[ENTRIES_PER_REQUEST*nrvals]; 
  int nobj, i, rsock, ret;
  struct maapi_cursor mc;
  struct cdb_phase phase;
  struct aanode *node, *inode = NULL;
  struct confd_ip ip;
  
  /* aasync1--aasyncX join the cluster by doing an initial sync from the aasync init node */
  if(local_nodeid != init_nodeid) {
    for(node = aasync_nodes; node != NULL; node = node->next) {
      if(node->nodeid == init_nodeid) {
 inode = node;
 break;
      }
    }
    if(node == NULL) {
      confd_fatal(“aasync%d: no node with id matching init_nodeid %d\n”, local_nodeid, init_nodeid);
    }
    if(join) {
      /* If we are joining an existing cluster we start a transaction towards the node to initialize from */
      /* Start the maapi session */
      ip.af = inode->addr.sin_family;
      ip.ip.v4 = (struct in_addr) inode->addr.sin_addr;
      maapi_start_user_session(inode->maapi_socket, progname, progname,
          groups, sizeof(groups) / sizeof(*groups),
          &ip, CONFD_PROTO_TCP);
      i=0;
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      while((ret = maapi_lock(inode->maapi_socket, CONFD_RUNNING)) != CONFD_OK) {
 if(i == NUM_LOCK_RETRIES) {
   confd_fatal(“\naasync%d: maapi_lock to init node %d failed. Aborting transaction...”, local_nodeid, 
init_nodeid);
 }
 i++;
 sleep(1);
      }
      maapi_start_trans(inode->maapi_socket, CONFD_RUNNING, CONFD_READ_WRITE);
    } else {
      /* If we are taking part in a cluster init we attach to the init node’s init transaction */
      maapi_attach_init(inode->maapi_socket, &(inode->th));
    }
    maapi_attach_init(aasync_local_node->maapi_socket, &(aasync_local_node->th));
    maapi_delete(aasync_local_node->maapi_socket, aasync_local_node->th, ROUTE_PATH);
    maapi_init_cursor(inode->maapi_socket, inode->th, &mc, ROUTE_PATH);
    do {
      nobj = ENTRIES_PER_REQUEST;
      maapi_get_objects(&mc, vals, VALUES_PER_ENTRY, &nobj);
      if (ret >= 0 && nobj > 0) {
 for (i = 0; i < nobj; i++) {
   maapi_set_object(aasync_local_node->maapi_socket, aasync_local_node->th, &vals[i*VALUES_PER_ENTRY], 
VALUES_PER_ENTRY, ROUTE_PATH);
      } else if (ret < 0) {
 confd_fatal(“get_objects failed\n”);
      }
    } while (ret >= 0 && mc.n != 0);
    maapi_destroy_cursor(&mc);
    if(join) {
      /* If we are joining an existing cluster we must register our node and get the rest of the cluster 
nodes */
      int nnodes, nodeid;
      struct in_addr ipaddr;
      /* Get number of nodes in the cluster entries list from the init node */
      if((nnodes = maapi_num_instances(inode->maapi_socket, inode->th, AACLUSTER_NODE_PATH)) < 2)   {
 confd_fatal(“\naasync%d: maapi_num_instances < 2. We need our own node configuration and one or more 
nodes in the cluster we are joining. Failed to initialize active-active synchronizer\n”, local_nodeid);
      }
      maapi_init_cursor(inode->maapi_socket, inode->th, &mc, AACLUSTER_NODE_PATH);
      maapi_get_objects(&mc, vals, nrvals, &nnodes);
      if (ret >= 0 && nnodes > 0) {
 /* Set cluster node configuration in local CDB */
 for (i = 0; i < nnodes; i ++) {
   maapi_set_object(aasync_local_node->maapi_socket, aasync_local_node->th, &vals[i*nrvals], nrvals, 
AACLUSTER_NODE_PATH);
 }
 for (i = 0; i < nnodes*nrvals; i += nrvals) {
   if((nodeid = CONFD_GET_INT32(&vals[i])) != local_nodeid && nodeid != init_nodeid) {
     node = (struct aanode * ) malloc(sizeof(struct aanode));
     memset(node, 0, sizeof(struct aanode));
     node->nodeid = nodeid;
     ipaddr = CONFD_GET_IPV4(&vals[i+1]);
     node->addr.sin_addr.s_addr = ipaddr.s_addr;
     node->addr.sin_family = AF_INET;
     node->addr.sin_port = htons(CONFD_GET_UINT16(&vals[i+2]));
     node->maapi_socket = 0;
     node->th = 0;
     AANODE_JOIN(&aasync_nodes, node);
   }
 }
      }
      maapi_destroy_cursor(&mc);
      maapi_get_object(aasync_local_node->maapi_socket, aasync_local_node->th, &vals[0], nrvals, AACLUSTER_
NODE_PATH”{%d}”,local_nodeid);
      maapi_set_object(inode->maapi_socket, inode->th, &vals[0], nrvals, AACLUSTER_NODE_PATH);
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      maapi_validate_trans(inode->maapi_socket, inode->th, 0, 0);
      maapi_prepare_trans(inode->maapi_socket, inode->th);
      
      for(node = aasync_nodes; node != NULL; node = node->next) {
 if(node->nodeid != local_nodeid && node->nodeid != init_nodeid) {
   /* Open up MAAPI sessions other active CDBs */
   maapi_socket(&(node->maapi_socket), &(node->addr));
   /* Start the maapi session */
   ip.af = node->addr.sin_family;
   ip.ip.v4 = (struct in_addr) node->addr.sin_addr;
   maapi_start_user_session(node->maapi_socket, progname, progname,
       groups, sizeof(groups) / sizeof(*groups),
       &ip, CONFD_PROTO_TCP);
   i=0;
   while((ret = maapi_lock(node->maapi_socket, CONFD_RUNNING)) != CONFD_OK) {
     if(i == NUM_LOCK_RETRIES) {
       confd_fatal(“\naasync%d: maapi_lock to node %d failed. Aborting transaction...”, local_nodeid, 
node->nodeid);
     }
     i++;
     sleep(1);
   }
   node->th = maapi_start_trans(node->maapi_socket, CONFD_RUNNING, CONFD_READ_WRITE);
   maapi_set_object(node->maapi_socket, node->th, &vals[0], nrvals, AACLUSTER_NODE_PATH);
   maapi_validate_trans(node->maapi_socket, node->th, 0, 0);
   maapi_prepare_trans(node->maapi_socket, node->th);
 }
      } /* for(node = aasync_nodes; node != NULL; node = node->next) */     
      for(node = aasync_nodes; node != NULL; node = node->next) {
 if(node->nodeid != local_nodeid) {
   if (maapi_commit_trans(node->maapi_socket, node->th) != CONFD_OK) {
     confd_fatal(“aasync%d: maapi_commit_trans to node %d failed”, local_nodeid, node->nodeid);
   }
   if (maapi_finish_trans(node->maapi_socket, node->th) != CONFD_OK) {
     confd_fatal(“aasync%d: maapi_finish_trans to node %d failed”, local_nodeid, node->nodeid);
   }
 }
      }
    } /* if(join) */
    /* Signal aasync init_nodeid that inital sync is done by moving to start phase 1 */
    maapi_start_phase(aasync_local_node->maapi_socket, 1, 1);
  } else { /* if(local_nodeid != init_nodeid) */
    /* aasync init node wait for all other aasync nodes to finish startup sync before moving to start phase 1 
where all nodes commit the init transaction */
    for(node = aasync_nodes; node != NULL; node = node->next) {
      if(node->nodeid != init_nodeid) {
 if ((rsock = socket(PF_INET, SOCK_STREAM, 0)) < 0 )
   confd_fatal(“Failed to open socket\n”);
 if (cdb_connect(rsock, CDB_READ_SOCKET, (struct sockaddr *)&(node->addr),
   sizeof (struct sockaddr_in)) < 0)
   confd_fatal(“Failed to cdb_connect() to aasync%d \n”, node->nodeid);
 cdb_get_phase(rsock, &phase);
 while(phase.phase != 1) {
   sleep(1);
   cdb_get_phase(rsock, &phase);
 }
 close(rsock);
      }
    }
    maapi_start_phase(aasync_local_node->maapi_socket, 1, 1);
  }
}
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Candidate Running Running

maapi_destroy_cursor

maapi_start_phase 1

Synchronizer application

Node Joining a Cluster of Active-Active Nodes:

maapi_lock

maapi_set_object
(register joining node)

open maapi socket

maapi_start_user_session

open maapi socket
maapi_connect

maapi_connect

maapi_attach_init
(attach to start-phase 0 init 
transaction)

maapi_delete 
(sync config)
maapi_set_object 
(for all sync config objects)

maapi_init_cursor
maapi_get_objects

maapi_get_object 
(node config)

maapi_start_trans

maapi_start_phase 2

maapi_validate_trans
maapi_prepare_trans
maapi_commit_trans
Close maapi socket
(joined)

Node x Node n

Joining the Active-Active Cluster

Starting up and initializing an active-active fully synchronous high availability ConfD 
cluster is an important piece, and so is the ability to have ConfD nodes joining and 
leaving the cluster to, for example scale, out ConfD nodes to balance the load. When we 
start a ConfD node and have it join an active-active cluster, we use the same ConfD start-
phases and init transaction functionality as when we initialize a cluster. The additional 
part when joining an existing cluster is that we in start-phase 0 take a write lock + start 
a transaction towards one of the nodes in the already existing cluster and read the 
node ID and connection details for all other nodes in the cluster. Then we can copy 
the configuration from the node we registered with to our node that is about to join the 
cluster.

Now that our configuration is in sync with the cluster and we have at least the node ID, 
IP address and port number to all participating nodes in the active-active cluster, we 
register with the rest of the nodes and go to start-phase 1 registering our subscribers and 
callpoints with our local ConfD CDB before moving into start-phase 2. 
 
 

Leaving the Cluster

For example when the load decreases enough over a period of time we can lower the 
number of servicing applications and hence the number of ConfD nodes serving those 
applications. Having a ConfD node leave an active-active cluster can be made very 
simple. We can just delete a node in the configuration of the ConfD node that is leaving 
the cluster or on some other ConfD node using a user other than our synchronizer user 
triggering synchronization across the active-active cluster. We can setup a dedicated 
user for that purpose to leave an audit log trail that is easy to follow. Then we can simply 
just stop the ConfD node and the synchronization application can stop itself detecting 
that ConfD has stopped. 
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Additional HA Functionality Identical to  
ConfD’s Built in Active-Standby Support

The active-standby setup uses HA notifications to notify HA frameworks with events such 
as when a node dies, bi-directional ticks to detect unresponsive nodes, security features 
to keep the connection between nodes in the cluster secure, and joining nodes compare 
its transaction ID to determine if a full re-sync of the DB is necessary. This is further 
described in the High Availability chapter of the ConfD User Guide. 

Other HA and Synchronizer Features

In this application note we have focused on transaction driven fully synchronous 
databases storing configuration that either set the configuration to all ConfD nodes in a 
cluster wide transaction or nothing at all (i.e. the transaction is aborted). 

It is, of course, possible to provide asynchronous updates in the cluster and allow a 
data change to happen in at least say 2 out of 3 nodes to be considered successful, for 
example when synchronizing operational status and statistical data that is stored in the 
ConfD CDB operational datastore. This can be an add-on feature to the configuration 
part detailed in this application note using CDBs operational datastore to replicate for 
example status and statistics data across the ConfD nodes in the cluster.

For performance reasons, and since it is simply not needed, ConfD does not implement 
transactions and locks for its CDB operational datastore, but the session concept, 
writing to a private area before presenting the new data over the northbound interfaces, 
e.g. NETCONF, is also provided with the operational datastore to avoid temporary 
inconsistencies when changes in multiple places occur simultaneously. For example 
when a list is first deleted and then replaced with a new list of objects. 

Summary

ConfD can be enabled to scale out in an active-active fully synchronous HA cluster 
fashion using only ConfD’s built-in transaction support for synchronization together 
with a small application that utilizes the ConfD CDB and Management Agent API. In 
addition, ConfD’s start phases can be utilized by the application to step by step bring up 
a cluster or join an existing cluster. Just as a network-wide NETCONF transaction is a key 
mechanism to automate the network management, in ConfD the same built-in transaction 
mechanism can also utilized to keep the ACID transaction properties within multiple 
ConfD Active-Active instances in HA clusters, just as with the existing built-in ConfD 
Active-Standby HA support.
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